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The commercial, financial and entertainment capital of India, 
Mumbai has been ranked as ‘World Alpha City’ for being an 

important node in the World Economic system.

This city is a melting pot of various festivities, religions, music, food, 
and theatres.
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▸ Welcome to Mumbai, the city of dreams. The 
Edutour will begin with a program briefing by 
Redwood

▸ Spend the rest of the day exploring the city:

▸ drive through Bandra Kurla Complex, the 
commercial hub housing headquarters of 
major banks and financial institutions

▸ Visit the iconic Gateway of India

▸ spend the evening at the Marine Drive and
Girgaum Chowpatty

▸ Dinner and overnight stay at hotel

Marine Drive

Capitol Building, BKC

Gateway of India
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▸ Morning, students will visit one of Mumbai’s 
leading digital media & advertising companies

▸ Understand how various creative ideas are 
assimilated to put forward a good 
advertising campaign

▸ Afternoon, students shall proceed for a visit to a 
major publication house

▸ Witness first hand the work and experience 
of journalists and other media stakeholders

▸ Understand how information is processed 
and edited to produce the final piece of 
news and article

▸ Experience Mumbai’s busting Retail at a 
leading Mall later in the evening

Visit a Leading Media & Advertising Agency
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▸ Spend the day at the leading film studio in 
Mumbai

▸ Understand the world class film and 
television production and post production 
facilities

▸ Visit a live shoot and get a peek at the 
behind the scene shooting activities

▸ Interact with the technicians at work and 
understand the film making process

▸ Afternoon, visit to one of India’s leading online 
entertainment network

▸ Understand the intricacies in operations and 
the thought processes driving online 
entertainment

▸ Evening, enjoy a theatre performance at 
Mumbai’s iconic Prithvi Theatre

Visit to a Leading Studio
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▸ Morning, students will visit one of the countries 
premier Radio Stations

▸ Take a complete tour of the radio station 
visiting the music library, VO recording 
studios, spots recording studios and main 
recording studios

▸ Understand the role of the different 
departments at the radio station

▸ Understand the competition in the industry 
and the strategies undertaken to compete

▸ Evening, conclude the edutour and begin your 
journey back home

Understand Day-to-Day Operations at a Radio Station
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Verified  HotelsTrain/Flight 
Tickets

Entrance    
Fees

Dedicated 
Tour Director

Regional Style 
Meals

Guided 
Sightseeing

Travel 
Insurance



Incredible Journeys, Endless Learning
www.redwood.in

+91 91686 01332
contact@redwood.in


